
Lake Holiday Disc Golf Scorecard 

  

Hole 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 OUT  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 In Total 

Blue (feet) 185 472 385 385 205 520 645 412 348 3557  331 319 341 250 352 440 471 435 195 3134 6691 

White (feet) 155 412 285 298 126 460 460 307 277 2780  226 270 274 198 257 205 364 342 143 2279 5059 

Red (feet) 114 301 142 160 123 370 331 212 205 1958  129 193 199 160 162 280 213 222 116 1674 3632 

Par 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 29  3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 29 58 

Player 1           Initials            

Player 2           Initials            

Player 3           Initials            

Player 4           Initials            

Objective of the Game 
Disc Golf is played like traditional “ball” golf, but with disc golf discs instead of balls and 
clubs. One point (stroke) is counted each time the disc is thrown and when a penalty is 
incurred. The goal is to play each hole in the fewest strokes possible. The player with the 
lowest total strokes for the entire course wins. 
SAFETY FIRST 
Never throw when players or park users are within range. Always give park users the 
right of way. Be aware of your surroundings and environment. 
Tee Throws 
Each hole begins with a tee throw. Tee throws must be completed within or behind the 
designated tee area. 
Lie 
The lie is the spot where the player’s previous throw has landed. Mark lie with a mini 
disc or turn over the thrown disc, directly towards the hole or designated fairway. The 
player’s subsequent throw is made from directly behind the marked lie. 
Throwing Order 
The player with the least amount of strokes on the previous hole is the first to tee off on 
the next hole. After teeing off, the player whose disc is farthest from the hole always 
throws first. 
Fairway Throws 
Fairway throws must be made from directly behind the lie. A run-up and normal follow-
through, after release, is allowed, unless the lie is within 10 meters of the target. Any 
shot within 10 meters of the target requires that the player not move past the lie until 
the disc is at rest. 
Dogleg (or Mandatory) 
A dogleg is one or more designated trees or poles in the fairway that must be passed as 
indicated by arrows. Until the dogleg is passed the closest foot to the dogleg must be on 
the lie when the disc is released. 

Completion Of Hole 
A disc that comes to rest in the disc golf basket or chains constitutes successful 
completion of that hole. 
Unplayable Lie 
Any disc that comes to rest above the ground is considered an unplayable lie. The disc 
must be thrown from the lie on the ground, directly underneath the unplayable lie, 
relocated to avoid damage to the vegetation. 
Out of Bounds 
If any area of O.B. is visible between the disc and O.B. line, then the disc is considered O.B. 
A throw that lands out of bounds, must be played from a point 3 feet in bounds from 
where the disc went out of bounds. Permanent water hazards and public roads are always 
out of bounds. 
Penalties 
Recreational players will not be penalized for rule infractions. Other players will keep you 
honest. 
Course Courtesy 

• Remain quiet and avoid unnecessary movements while others are throwing. 

• Stand behind the player who is throwing until throw is complete. 

• Remove disc from Disc Pole Hole® after completing the hole. 

• Help new players learn the rules. 

• Allow faster groups to play through when possible. 

• Pick up trash and put in proper receptacles. 

• Do not alter the course (trees, bushes, etc.) in any way. 
Remember the most important rule: 

“The one who has the most fun wins!” 

– “Steady” Ed Headrick #001 

http://discgolf.com 

https://www.discgolf.com/disc-golf-discs/
https://www.discgolf.com/disc-golf-baskets/
https://www.discgolf.com/ed-headrick-father-disc-golf/


 


